AN104

Wiring Our 4-20 mA Outputs

Connecting the passive 4-20 mA output of our devices

1. General
The 4-20 mA analog output of our devices is “passive”. This means that it only controls the current
flowing through it but does not provide the power. The power has to be provided from outside. It can be
either provided by the device that is receiving the 4-20 mA or from a separate power supply.

2. Power provided by the receiving device
The receiving device has a power source built-in and provides a voltage high enough for the analog
output of our devices which only accurately controls the current to be between 4 and 20 mA. In this case
connect the two only wires as on the diagram below: “+” to “+” and “-” to “-”. The input of the receiving
device is “active”.
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The SCADA device provides the power
to the 4-20 mA output over the loop.
Connect “+” to “+” and “-” to “-”.
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3. External power
As it was mentioned above the analog 4-20 mA output of our devices is “passive”. If the input of the
receiving device is also “passive” then another device that is “active” is required to provide the power for the
loop. This can be a regulated or non-regulated but well filtered power supply, 12 V or 24 V battery etc.
In this case the three devices have to be connected as on the diagram below. The power supply
provides a high enough voltage which causes a current to flow through the loop of 3 devices. The analog output
of our devices accurately controls the current to be between 4 and 20 mA and the receiving device measures
that current. Because all 3 devices are in series the current is exactly the same at any place in the loop.
Ext. Power Supply
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GPS122
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4. Same power for the flow computer and the analog output
Please note that there will be no isolation between the flow computer, the flow
meter and the analog output.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE

G Instruments reserves the right to make corrections, modifications, enhancements, improvements and other
changes to its products at any time without notice.
Customers should obtain the latest relevant information before placing orders and should verify that such
information is current and complete.
G Instruments does not assume any liability arising from the use of any device or circuit described herein, nor does
it convey any license under its patent rights or the rights of others.
Customers are responsible for their products and applications using G Instruments devices. To minimize the risks
associated with customer products and applications, customers should provide adequate design and operating safeguards.
G Instruments products are not authorized for use as critical components in life support devices or systems without
express written approval of G Instruments.

Trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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